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Margaret Miller of Wilson Middle School in Fisherville,
Virginia was awarded the 2015 NAEA, Council for
Exceptional Children and VSA Peter J. Geisser Special Needs
Art Educator Award during the NAEA Convention in New
Orleans. She was asked to provide the VAEA membership
with tips on how to run an inclusive art classroom.

Advice on Running an Inclusive Art
Classroom
Margaret H. V. Miller

A successful inclusive art classroom invites students with
exceptional needs with open arms.

When the art educator is well prepared, the
experience of working in the inclusive classroom
is rewarding for both students and educators.
The little things in life are a wonderful big deal! The boy with
autism tie dyes a short-sleeved t-shirt in art class. His parents
are ecstatic when he wears it to school because previously
he would only wear clothing with long sleeves. The student
confined to a wheelchair and who is unable to speak chooses
foam stickers to be used for a printmaking project. Through
his choices the art teacher discovers that he likes the blue
ones best and that flower shapes are not his favorites, traits
his own mother had not previously known. Allowing him
to make his own choices in art class helped people in his life
learn about his preferences. Such experiences in art class can
lead to improving students’ life skills.
Another concept to consider is that sometimes the process
is more important to a child with special needs than the
product. Don’t be discouraged if a student spreads the paint
on the paper to watch the colors mix until the paper becomes
saturated and brown with a hole worn through. One of my
students, who has fragile X syndrome and autism, works
with clay on the potters wheel. Sticking her finger in the
center of the clay she begins to make a bowl. I think that her
parents will be proud of that bowl when she brings it home.
Eventually the student chokes the bowl in its center and lobs
off a lump that lands on the wheel and hangs onto the edge
for a few rotations before flying off the side and into the
splash pan. I gasp until I hear the gleeful laughter. My student
is having the time of her life! The tactile qualities of art
materials alone allow students to make discoveries and learn
about the nature of those materials. Eventually they will have
something to take home to Mom and Dad.
Art teachers are required by law to teach students who
have mental disabilities in the same class with their general
education peers in an inclusive art classroom. They often are
not trained to work with exceptional education students. In

Margaret Miller, left, being presented award at NAEA
by Lynne Horoschak, Distinguished Professor
Program Manager of MA in Art Education
With an Emphasis in Special Populations
order to prepare for the inclusive classroom they must spend a
considerable amount of extra time preparing for disabled students.
By researching disabilities and strategies and collaborating with
experienced adults, art teachers can run a successful inclusive art
program.
Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act, has been in effect since 1975. This law is now known as IDEA
which stands for the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act. The law requires that students with disabilities receive a
free appropriate public education (FAPE) in the least restrictive
environment (LRE). Art class, which is classified as a general
education class, is one type of the least restrictive environments
for a majority of intellectually and physically impaired students.
The law requires all public school art teachers provide art
education for exceptional needs students. Art is a unique subject
in that it can be adapted to any ability level to include complex
concepts and compositions or the most basic forms of expression.

Art teachers must be proactive in preparing to teach
students who have exceptional needs.
Literature offers advice on how to include students who are
mainstreamed into art classes, advises teachers how to work with
paraeducators, and offers suggestions on how to make adaptations
for exceptional learners. Beverly Levett Gerber, a leader in
merging art education with exceptional education, advises that
“there is no instant magic pill or quickie course that can teach
about students with special needs” (Gerber, 2011, p. 11). Art
teachers and exceptional needs teachers learn while teaching; their
experiences with exceptional needs students are their training.
Art teachers must be creative when designing inclusive lesson
plans that motivate students. They must be innovative when
constructing the least restrictive learning environments (LRE) for
exceptional pupils. Art teachers need to take leadership roles in
order to effectively run inclusive art classrooms. They should be
leaders who are able to direct paraprofessionals to assist students
in ways that benefit them. They must take the initiative to talk to
the exceptional needs teacher, speech therapists, and occupational
therapists to acquire modes of communication for students who

Nicolas, Henrico Center for the Arts. Student Teacher: Carolyn Grant, Art Educator: Genevieve Dowdy
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Vice-President’s Report

Running an Inclusive Art Classroom continued...
cannot speak, and to acquire equipment and methods to enable
students to manipulate materials (Guay, 2006, p. 10)

Art teachers must be able to communicate with
paraeducators on how to empower students to
create their own authentic artwork,

and they need to be assertive and professional when advising
paraeducators about the curriculum. Paraeducators have been
described as “the gatekeepers of authentic art production”
(Causton-Theoharis, & Burdick, 2008, p. 169- 171).
Causton-Theoharis and Burdick’s (2008) qualitative study on
paraeducators was built on the themes Guay (2003) discovered
when she conducted her qualitative study on how art teachers
dealt with mainstreaming and inclusion. When paraeducators
enable students to create original artwork they “open the gate.”
When they “present physical and symbolic barriers to individual
student engagement” they “close the gate” (Causton- Theoharis,
& Burdick, 2008, p.171).
Examples of “closing the gate” include paraeducators that bring
students to class late or talk to them about irrelevant topics
during instruction; this interferes with “physical access” to
art curriculum. When paraeducators do art for students and
impose their own ideas on them they “interrupt authenticity.”
Redoing artwork that does not look like the teacher’s model
“alters art production.” Simply having paraeducators sitting at
the table with semi-independent disabled students may interfere
with socialization that could take place between general
education and special education students (Causton-Theoharis,
& Burdick, 2008, p.171).
Paraeducators can also “open the gate.” They are an asset to
the class when they enable art teachers to carry out methods
that allow inclusion and normalization to take place. General
education students can benefit from instruction and aid from
paraeducators as well as exceptional students. Paraeducators
enable the teacher to work with the class as a whole when they
assist students in need. They can “ensure access” to instruction
and materials, “support authenticity” by providing opportunities
for students to make choices and manipulate materials, and
they “honor curriculum” by following the art teacher’s lesson
objectives (Causton-Theoharis, & Burdick, 2008, p.175).

Teachers should communicate with paraeducators
before the art class, so that they know what will be
expected of them and their students.
This may be done during a planning period, if the art teacher
has one, before school starts if the paraeducators and teacher
are free from duty to talk, or by sending lesson plans via email.
Having instructions written on paper, a checklist of steps to
follow, available to the paraeducator at the beginning of class is
helpful. It is also possible to consult with paraeducators during
class provided that students can work independently while the
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consulting takes place. Paraeducators make it possible for
teachers to meet the needs of all of the students in an art class.
Without them, differentiated instruction would be difficult
to carry out without neglecting other students.
Art teachers have to invent methods for teaching in inclusive
class settings. Multimodal methods of instruction depend
on the lesson and the needs and interests of the students. In
order for some disabled students to make the artwork, teachers
have to provide tools and materials that are adapted to meet
special needs. There are “low-tech” and “high-tech” options
to consider. Low-tech options include such things as foam
grippers for markers, large handles on paint brushes for easy
gripping, handle extensions, and “helping-hands” scissors.
High-tech options include computers, software programs and
adaptive peripherals. Art teachers should be knowledgeable
about technology that will enable students with severe
disabilities to create art.

Students with learning disabilities often do
quite well in the arts. Art class is often a place
where they find success and gain a feeling of
accomplishment and achievement.
In order to follow the laws that direct mainstreaming students
so that they may learn in the least restrictive environment,
art teachers deal with a very complex classroom dynamic that
teachers in other fields may not experience, at least not on the
same convoluted level.

Teachers should not develop lessons for students
with exceptional needs that are entirely different
from the lessons the general education students in
the same classroom are assigned.

Art lessons should include every student in the class regardless
of ability or disability. In order to do this, teachers need to
adapt objectives to accommodate student abilities and meet
their interests. Adaptations should be made when students’
physical disabilities require it. When evaluating work, teachers
should look at whether objectives have been met, and in cases
of disability, “partial participation” and learner intent will
play a part. A few teaching guides have been written to give
suggestions for adaptations and planning for learning disabled
students in the art classroom.
Many art teachers may be unaware of ways to make
adaptations, and they may have limited knowledge about
the common disabilities students have. Art Education: The
Journal of the National Art Education Association and Studies
in Art Education: A Journal of Issues and Research are good
resources. Two books no art educator should go without are
Reaching and Teaching Students with Special Needs through
Art and Understanding Students with Autism through Art.
These books describe various disabilities and give helpful
continued on page 26

Linda Conti

VAEA President, Maripat Hyatt and
VicePresident, Linda Conti at Delegates
Assembly, NAEA Convention.
We saw members from all
over the Commonwealth in
attendance at the conference:
from Central Region,
Northern Virginia, Blue Ridge,
Southwest, and Tidewater!

Recently Maripat
Hyatt and I had
the opportunity to
represent VAEA at
Delegates Assembly
during the NAEA
Convention in New
Orleans. It was
rewarding to have
the chance to work
with representatives
from all over the
country and around
the world to advocate
for art education.

Virginia has a number of
reasons for which to be proud:
first, we are one of the states
with the highest number of
members (986), in NAEA.
Second, our beloved pastpresident, Pat Franklin, just
began her term as President
of NAEA. We all know what
integrity and style Pat Franklin
brings to the table. She is
such a capable and professional Our own Pat Franklin, VAEA
Past President, is now the new
leader, and we are so proud to
see her share her talents. She has President of NAEA.
been a model
leader for many
of us in the
VAEA.

Tim Gunn was a big hit as Keynote speaker
at the NAEA Conference.

Scott Russell
continues to
serve as SE VicePresident elect.
Sara Wilson
McKay joined
the NAEA
Board as Higher
Education
Representative.
Many Virginia

educators were recognized for their contributions to the
field of art education: Melanie Buffington of Virginia
Commonwealth University, for National Higher Education
Art Educator; Jim Herd of Chesterfield County for SE Region
Elementary Art Educator; Margaret Miller of Fairfax County
received the Peter J. Geisser Special Needs Art Educator of
the Year Award. Kim Turner Towne from Richmond City
Public Schools was honored as the National Middle Division
Art Educator.
As we move into the final quarter of our school year, we have
reasons to look forward to our upcoming conference:

VAEA Fall Conference
Roanoke, VA
November 12-14, 2015
Conference Theme:
“The NATURE of ART”
Volunteers from VAEA’s Southwest and Blue Ridge
Regions are already working hard to prepare for this
event. The Taubmann Museum will be exhibiting
the paintings of James Audubon while we are there.
We look forward to spending time at the museum
enjoying this show.
While it seems much too early to consider, it is time
to start planning what sessions or workshops you
would like to lead at the conference. We are an
organization of art educators for art educators,
and it is a rich part of our tradition that we make
presentations with and for our colleagues on best
practices in our field. Think of sharing a project
that worked well with your students, one that
enabled them to see themselves as artists in a new
way. Present examples of collaborations that were
successful.

The deadline for Conference
proposals is June 15th
so get those ideas in on time!
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Advocacy

Cyndi Wells

How Art Builds Leadership Skills
What do we want from your future leaders? Do we want
individuals who are good communicators? Keen observers?
Patient? Perseverant? Creative problem solvers? As art educators,
we know that our art classes naturally and intentionally teach
these dispositions and skills to our students, but I wonder if
people outside of our arts classes also realize the depth of our
work? I propose it is our job as art advocates to help make these
connections explicit for those outside of our classrooms and
schools, and one way we can do this is by sharing the voices and
insights of our students.
In past articles, I’ve written about sharing students voices
through their artist statements and the use of social media
because at its core, advocacy is sharing with others why you
believe that young people should have the opportunity to
learn in and through the arts. I became curious to see what
students would say art teaches them about taking risks and

Grade
Level
PreK

becoming leaders. Would they be baffled by the question or
would they make this connection themselves? I enlisted the help
of our dedicated team of art teachers here in Albemarle County
to help me find the answer to this question from a random
sampling of students in PK-12.

We posed two different questions to our students:
1.
2.

How has your time in art helped you take risks or try
new things?
How has your time in art helped you become a leader
outside of art?

Students’ initial responses to the question posted are below and
summarized in the Wordle (shown at right) I created on www.
Wordle.net. Seeing students’ gut reactions to these questions
provides a true insight into their thinking and the depth of our
work as art educators. I bolded words in their quotes that seem
to connect directly to the dispositions and values mentioned at
the beginning of the article:

Student Responses

6

“Painting teaches me to share. I have to share the colors and sponges with my friends.” - Anonymous

“Art helps me in math when I am drawing or picturing what the teacher says. It also helps me when I ‘m at
home and drawing I use some of the stuff I learned in art.” – Hope

“Art makes me happy. I like to paint the best!” - Anonymous
K

“Sketching is a new thing that I tried this year. I use rough lines ﬁrst, then I add to it and erase the lines I
don’t want.” - David

7

“Sometimes I feel grumpy, crabby and mad and when I come to art I feel better.” - Dresden
1

“When we drew dragons, it made me think differently about dragons, not just as something that breathes
ﬁre.” – Ella

“Art has helped me be a stronger leader by making me look closer at the world around me. I notice
smaller things, and therefore am able to help and change our space positively. Art has also helped me think
outside the box. If you mess up in art you can turn that mistake into a positive. This is also relatable to
leadership because in order to be a leader you have to learn from mistakes to make the world a better, safer
place.” – Francesca

“My time in Art has helped me to get better at trying to think and be creative in my mind. It helps me
think.” - Finnegan
3

“Because I think art is so pretty that even if you mess up it still looks good, because you can make a
mistake into something new.” – Drew

“Art has taught me to look outside the box. It has taught me to try ideas even if no one has ever attempted
it before. New ideas are not always silly. In fact, they usually aren’t. A good, memorable leader does not
just copy what others have done in the past. Leaders everywhere need the ability to solve problems
with a new solution, from teaching to military.” – Helen

“I learned in art that if I am good at something I can help other people learn how to do it too. I could do
that outside of art.” - Julianne
“I’ve been able to share how to make a 3D box with friends.” - Bazil
4

“Everyone tries different things and is good at different things. I think it’s good to know that as a leader.”
- Anonymous

5

“In art we are taught to do things on our own and not give up. I try my best by myself ﬁrst before asking
for help. That has helped me be a leader outside of art class.” – Kate
“If you get art going, you can see what’s inside your head. This will help you as a leader because you can
see what you’re doing and tell others what the plan is.”- Penelope

“Art has helped me be creative, express myself, ask questions (eg. would adding or subtracting mache help
the project). It also helps me to be quiet and get myself in check. I believe that this helps my peers because
I am a role model.” – Jonathan
“Art has taught me to pursue ideas and goals I have if I hit a challenging moment. My leadership skills
have deﬁnitely beneﬁted from this because when you’re working with people you have to be persistent and
change your approach in order to get your idea across.” – Julianne

“Art helps me to plan out other projects.” - Ava
“It [art] helps me be more creative in everything.” - Molly

2

“I learned the importance of creativity...That being different is most of the time actually better because it’s
not the same thing that everyone else is/does. This gives you more leader qualities than follower qualities.”
– Connor

8

“It has helped me think of different ways to approach a problem and how to resolve it in the most
effective and easiest way.” – Honey
“My time in art has helped me become a leader outside of art class by helping me work better with
people and to work with people by giving them a voice in the conversation.” – Diana

9

“Because I have experience in art, I can help explain something to other students in a different way than
the teacher used. This sometimes helps them see it in a different way.” – Lydia
“Being in art has made me become more patient with people, which is something a leader needs.”- Airrick

continued next page...
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PolicyUpdate

Advocacy continued ...
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“This class (ceramics) has inspired me to try new things because this class was a new thing for me. I had
never taken a hands on art class before. I have made new friends, and it has given me new ideas. It makes
me more conﬁdent and able to express my opinions.” – Victoria

Policy Update: Spring 2015
Barbara Laws

“Art has made me a better observer which allows me to be a better leader in how I analyze and solve real
life problems.” – Henry
11

The last few months have been – and continue to be exceptionally busy on the education policy front. Here
is a slice of the ever changing current context.

“I take risks by trying not to limit myself to one speciﬁc form or piece. Helping others in ceramics class
has led me to help others outside of class.” – Emily
“Art has really helped me be more detail-oriented, which helps in a leadership role, because you are able to
see the different parts of a task and know what needs to be done for each part.” – Sierra
“Art has given me more tools to take risks in other subjects and be more expressive in my writings and
group discussions.”- Leah

12

“Trying new things in class has helped me to become more open minded and able to persevere. “It has
helped me to trust my intuition.” – Sophie

Israel, Gr.11,
Churchland
HS...
Jean Stith.

Author’s Note: I would like to thank teachers at Agnor-Hurt, Brownsville, Hollymead, Meriwether, Murray, and Stony
Point Elementary Schools, Burley, Jouett, Henley, and Sutherland Middle Schools, and Albemarle, Monticello, and
Western Albemarle High Schools for contributing to this project of collecting student quotes.

Were you as inspired as I was by reading
these students’ statements?

It seems clear to me that our students are developing
leadership skills, and that aligns with one of our
NAEA’s core messages,

“The arts help students develop
essential skills for global
competitiveness in the
21st century.”
(http://www.arteducators.org/advocacy/advocacyresources-message )
As art advocates, I propose you undertake your
own PK-12 experiment to wrap up this year. Talk
to some students in your local school system and
see if their responses are similar to those we found
here in Albemarle County. Share the voices with
us at: cwells@k12albemarle.org or on twitter at @
cyndihwells

Due to weather conditions, Virginia Coalition for Fine
Arts Education had its winter meeting cancelled but
is scheduled to meet in May. The Coalition’s position
statement, Scheduling of Remediation and its Impact
on Fine Arts Instruction, is posted under the VCFAE
tab on the VAEA website. In addition, the Coalition
is developing a high school scheduling guidelines
brochure for parents, as well as sample schedules to
assist parents and school counselors in providing
opportunities for students to enroll in sequential
arts courses while fulfilling increasing graduation
requirements.
NAEA Position Statements, submitted by NAEA
groups or individuals, go through a writing and
revision process, are submitted to the Delegates
Assembly, and then go before the NAEA Board.
Statements which are approved go on the NAEA
website at the following address: (http://www.
arteducators.org/about-us/naea-platform-andposition-statements) represent the official position of
the Association, provide common language regarding
current issues which impact our field, and carry
the weight of the NAEA’s membership. Topics are
many and varied (e.g., Certified/Licensed Visual Art
Educators in Pre-K through 12 School Settings; Ethical
Sophie, Henrico Center for the Arts.
use of Copyrighted Imagery and Primary Sources;
Student Teacher: Carolyn Grant, Art Educator: Genevieve Dowdy
and Collaborations between the Art Educator and
the Teaching Artist). To ensure that the topics and
thinking about the issues remain current, each Position Statement is reviewed every 3 years. Please check them out.
VAEA also has a series of policy statements, including guidelines for elementary, middle and high school art programs.
Currently, we are reviewing old resolutions - Art instruction by teachers certified in art; A state requirement of arts for the
primary, elementary and middle school/junior high levels; and Arts unit requirement for entrance to college or university – to
determine their usefulness and, where needed, to update the language.
The Virginia General Assembly saw the passage of HB 1626: Students receiving home instruction; participation in public school
interscholastic programs, a bill with implications for arts programs as well as school sports, only to be vetoed by the Governor.
SB 823; Public schools; physical activity requirement which required 100 minutes of physical activity per week in grades K-5 was
passed by the Senate but sent back to committee where it died.
Finally, there is a lot of activity surrounding the ESEA reauthorization, the Every Child Achieves Act of 2015. As of this writing
in April, the arts are still included as “core academic subjects.” For additional information, go to http://www.arteducators.org/
news/arts-advocacy-day, for briefing papers, recommendations, and additional advocacy materials. For those of you who are
policy nerds like me, Diane Ravitch’s blog addresses a wide array of current education issues and the comments include frequent
entries by art education guru Laura Chapman who addresses broader topics through our field’s understandings.

Joshua, Gr.11, Churchland HS, Portsmouth. Art Educator: Jean Stith.
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Regional
News
Southwest
Richard Moon
My lesson for the year: Fast is slow and
slow is fast. We often try to create time by
hurrying through things, thinking that if
we just get everything done, then we can
relax and maybe even have time to create
some art. However, there is always more to
do. I catch myself rushing through things,
treating everything with an urgency. I find
myself treating things that won’t matter
three hours or three days or three weeks
from now as if they are important. So, fast
is slow and slow is fast. I am slowing down
in 2015 to create more time in my life, to
conserve the precious energy I have each
day for some creative pursuits.
Youth Art Month was celebrated by the
southwest region at the Jefferson Center in
Roanoke with an art exhibit and reception.
This year’s theme was “street art.” Schools
from Salem, Botetourt, Roanoke City, and
Roanoke County participated. Parents,
students, and teachers love having their
work exhibited in this beautiful venue.
Roanoke County senior Taylor Agee won
a national Scholastic Art American Vision
medal for 2015 in the painting category.
The Fine Arts Center of the New River
Valley in Pulaski hosts the competition
for the southwest Virginia region each
year, and gets hundreds of submissions
from throughout the region. At least one
national award is selected each year from
the region from the regional winners.
I am looking forward to co-hosting this
fall’s VAEA conference in Roanoke with the
Blue Ridge region!
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Blue Ridge

Andrea Stuart

I am very honored and excited to begin my term as Regional President of the
Blue Ridge Region Virginia Art Education Association. Following your YAM
exhibits, please take some time to photograph some of that great work and send
it to us. We would love to have student regional artwork linked to our page
and in our newsletter. Please send student work to our Secretary Newsletter
editor, Allison Cusato, or me. I am hoping to get more participation within
the region. Many of our activities are also a social gathering and a great
opportunity to meet and share ideas with other great educators in our area. As
I gathered artwork for our regional teacher’s showcase held at the Shenandoah
Valley Art Center, I was again, as always, impressed with the vast talent in our
Region. I hope most of you got to attend one or both of our openings to see this
wonderful art exhibition. I hope to see many more of you get involved and help
serve our organization. We have an exciting year of activities planned. I have
posted the fall Newsletter and the Calendar of events on the VAEA site under
our region tab. Our spring newsletter should be up at this time.

Northern
Virginia
Sarah E. Philip

As the cold of winter continued its wrath, a group of tenacious art teachers
made their way to Ashburn, VA. Hopes Hanes, Sanders Corner Elementary
School, shared the warmth of wool in her “Fuzzy and Fearless Feltmaking”
workshop. With her mother in tow, Hope showed how to prepare materials
for students as we created landscapes out of colorful wool roving. We learned
some of the history and uses for wool felt as well. (See photos next page.)

With summer nearing, it is time to plan your workshop ideas for the Fall Conference in Roanoke. If you prefer to
present to a smaller group, please consider offering a workshop for the Northern Region. Show us your passion for
creating, tips for teaching, or organize a museum outing. As always, you can reach me at
nvaeanews@yahoo.com.

Central

Meghan Hamm

A conference theme has been accepted and I am very excited pairing and
planning with the Southwest Region and their new president, Richard Moon.
Our next state professional development conference theme is “The Nature of
Art” and will be held at the Sheraton Roanoke Hotel and Conference Center,
Nov. 12th -14th 2015.

Happy Spring, CRVAEA! I want to introduce myself
as your new CRVAEA President for the next term. I
am very excited to continue working on the board and
getting to know many of you at the variety of events we
will plan throughout the coming year(s). I would like to
introduce the new board to you. The Co-Vice Presidents
are Julie Crowder and Julz Suder, Secretary is Kelly
Bisogno, and Treasurer is Kirsten Schrag. This is a
motivated board with inspiring ideas and enthusiasm!

The Regional Art Teachers Exhibition hung at the Shenandoah Valley Arts
Center throughout February. It opened quite late at Lord Fairfax Community
College due to snow and ice, but finally opened on March 11 and remained
on exhibition through April 20th, 2015. Each year it has kept growing and the
quality and variety of work gets better and better. Keep up the good work.

What a great year we’ve had in the Central Region!
We started the year by hosting the VAEA conference
in Richmond, with a record number of attendees and
a dedicated group of volunteers from our region who
made the conference a huge success.

Two regional members were honored nationally. Our own BRRVAEA long time
member, Lynn Hilton Conyers was recognized at the NAEA Convention in
New Orleans as the Virginia Art Educator of the Year! (See photos next page.)
Margaret Miller was presented the VSA Peter J. Geisser Special Needs Art
Educator Award by the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC). (See photo and
article by Margaret on page 3.)

In March, we held our annual YAM art exhibition at the
SunTrust bank in downtown Richmond. Area schools
displayed artwork in the art gallery throughout the
month. Ann Comfort, of Fredricksburg Main Street
Association received the Art Advocate Award for
our region. Ann’s work with Hanover County Public
Schools during the 2013-2014 school year, gave students
in four western HCPS schools the opportunity to
work with area artists. The artists-in-residence project
allowed students to work with glassblowing artist,
Ryan Gothrup; Printmaker, Dennis Winston; and
ceramic artists, Nancy Cozart and David Camden.
Ann championed this project while director of the
Montpelier Center for Arts & Education through a grant
for the National Endowment for the Arts. She is truly an
Art Advocate for CRVAEA. (See photos next page.)

Among the last regional events for this school year was our Professional
Development Day at Shenandoah Valley Art Center, Waynesboro, VA. We
explored “Our Love Affair with Pen and Ink”.
Upcoming events include:
June 17th - BRRVAEA DC Museum Trip
More information to follow. Think about spending the night, a Kennedy Center
Show in the evening, Torpedo Factory, Museum visits...
RAKU: July 10 - 17
July 10 Wet Work RAKU
July 16 RAKU glazing
July 17 RAKU firing with Pot Luck P-ART-y to follow in the evening.
September 12 - Painting on the River (more information to follow)
October 16 - BRRVAEA Professional Development Day at the Blue Ridge Art
Council, Main St. Front Royal, VA.

Our annual Art Educator as Artist Exhibition opens at
Crossroads Art Center in May. The juried exhibition will
continue until July 6. If you are in the area, please come
by and enjoy the artistry of your fellow educators.
Thank you all for participating and volunteering for
events throughout the 2014-2015 school year. Please
continue to stay involved and look forward to your
CRVAEA emails and Facebook blasts for exciting events
this summer and next school year. We look forward to
seeing you soon!

Tidewater

Elizabeth Tumilty

Your Tidewater Region board is working to put together future
activities for you. Keep a look out for the Summer Encaustic
Workshop! We are hammering out a location and a date that works
for everyone. We would also like to have a drawing workshop at
either the zoo or the aquarium. Please let us know if you have
preferences.
Fresh Expressions
Art Educator Exhibition
The TVAEA Spring Exhibit was a great success! Our Art educators
show at the ODU Higher Education Center in Virginia Beach was
on display through April. We had sixteen Artists/Educators submit
work for this show. Since there were only 31 spaces the work filled
the space and looked very professional. Look for pictures of the
Opening Reception on the Tidewater facebook page. Artists who
need to pick up their work may contact any board member for
specifics.
https://www.odu.edu/content/dam/odu/offices/virginia-beachhigher-ed/docs/fresh-expressions-art.pdf
Look for the pictures we’ve uploaded to the Facebook page,
Tidewater Virginia Art Education Association.
The TVAEA Winter Workshop was also successful despite having
to postpone due to ice and freezing temperatures. To those who
came, thank you for your enthusiasm! Check out all the pics at our
Facebook page and give us a like!
Tidewater Virginia Art Education Association @ Facebook
The TVAEA Activities Survey had provided some excellent insight
for future planning. Type this link to view the results: https://www.
surveymonkey.com/results/SM-9TJZRWB7/
A favorite quote from why you like the TVAEA workshops:
“Friends from the same village...art!”
continued next page...
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TidewaterRegion continued...
Contact any Board member for
TVAEA volunteer opportunities!!
Elizabeth Tumilty, President,
757-641-4624, Norfolk & Northern
Virginia Beach
Peggy Ratliff, Vice President,
757-434-0113, Chesapeake
Suzanne Andleton, Secretary,
757-201-0985, Southern Virginia
Beach
Aimee Sirna, Treasurer,
757-816-4557, Portsmouth,
Churchland, and points west

Northern VA Region

Felting Workshop

Attendees enjoyed the “Fuzzy and Fearless Felt
Making” Workshop held at Sanders Corner ES.

YAM Exhibit at Suntrust Bank

I would like to congratulate our YAM Flag
winners this year! The design that won
the Grand Award is by Caleigh, a junior
at Kettle Run High School in Nokesville,
VA (Art Teacher: Christena Smith).
Festival Flags of Richmond, VA, created
a large flag of her design which was on
display at the NAEA Convention in New
Orleans, LA. I had the pleasure of seeing
the flag at the convention this year and we
received several compliments from other
states about how fantastic our flag looks!
You will be able to see for yourself when
it is on display at the VAEA Conference
in Roanoke, VA this fall. Compliments
to our division winners as well! All
winners receive an award and letter of
commendation for their work. First place
winners also receive a large color poster of
their work.
Elementary Division Winners: 1st
Place, Leanne (Art Teacher: Carol
Hostetter); 2nd Place, Emma (Art
Teacher: Lee Darter); 3rd Place,
Abby (Art Teacher: Angie Salerno).
Middle School Division Winners:
1st Place, Sarah (Art Teacher: Holly
Bess Kincaid); 2nd Place, Rachel (Art
Teacher: Amy Ashman); 3rd Place,
Brielly (Art Teacher: Amy Ashman).
High School Division Winners: 1st
Place, Lucia (Art Teacher: Janie
Mosby); 2nd Place, Kyra (Art
Teacher: Jauan Brooks); 3rd Place,
Chasey (Art Teacher: Christena
Smith).

Blue RidgeRegion

Represents!
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Winning Virginia YAM flag on
display at NAEA Convention with
Art Teacher Christena Smith.

What a wonderful YAM! Youth Art Month
of 2015 was such a success this year! I have
many things to share with you about YAM
from all over Virginia!

Central Region

Maripat Hyatt with Blue Ridge Region
member, Lynn Hilton Conyers, who was
recognized at NAEA as Virginia’s Art
Educator of the Year.

YAM

Jess Beach
YAM Chair

Meghan Hamm, CRVAEA President, Ann Comfort, winner of
the Art Advocate Award, and Jen Stackpole, Art Specialist for
Hanover County Schools whose students benefitted from Ann’s
efforts to bring Artists in Residence to 4 of their schools. The
award was presented to Ann during the Opening of the YAM
Exhibit at the SunTrust Bank in Downtown Richmond.

To see each winning design, please visit the
YAM webpage on the VAEA website and
click on the 2015 YAM Flag Press Release.
If you would like to participate in the YAM
Flag Contest this upcoming year please
visit the YAM webpage for the official entry
form. All entries should be sent to the
address on the entry form by December
14th, 2014. Just think… next year your
student could be the one receiving national
recognition!

submitting a book this year because
your brilliant ideas then will go into the
Virginia YAM Book and be shared with
other art educators all across the nation!
(Go ahead, toot that horn!)

Let’s take a moment to look at some of
the wonderful celebrations that happened
throughout Virginia during YAM! Thank
you all for sharing your YAM events
through emails and media coverages.
In Lynchburg, Christian Williams
(president of the Lynchburg Art Club)
partnered with students from New
Vistas School, Virginia Episcopal School,
James River Day School and Tomahawk
Elementary School. They displayed
student work that illustrated what “Art
Builds Bridges” means to each artist. At
Skyline Middle School, art teacher Holly
Bess Kincaid encouraged students to
create art cards which have been left
in unique places in order to encourage
others to see the value of art! In Fauquier
County, Marisa Pappas gave Warrenton
Town Council an “Adults can be Artists
Too Kit.” Student created these kits with
advice on how to be an artist and tools for
making art. In Fairfax,
McLean Project for Arts
(MPA) and the Greater
Reston Arts Center
(GRACE) displayed
work from students in
a professional gallery
setting. Also, Governor
McAuliffe signed the
Proclamation declaring
March 2015 Youth Art
Month in Virginia! This
is just a small taste of the
wonderful advocacy for
Art Education happening
during YAM.
The YAM Committee
looks forward to seeing
more of your creative ideas in
your YAM Book! Please consider

Remember books have taken a new form:
NO page requirement, and focus on 4
main topics. The four topics are
1. Proclamations/Endorsements
2. Media Coverage
3. Events and Activities
4. Special Materials made
Please see the YAM webpage on the
VAEA website for more details. District
YAM Books are due June 14th either
digitally to jessicabeach4@gmail.com
or in hard copy to Jess Beach, 550
Alwington Blvd, Warrenton VA 20186.
If you have further questions please
contact me at the above email, I am here
to help!
Thank you for being so… you! Art
teachers really are the greatest people out
there (of course, I might be a bit biased).
But on behalf of the YAM Committee, I
thank you for having such creative ways
of celebrating YAM in 2015!

Quentasia, Gr. 10, Churchland HS, Portsmouth.
Art Educator: Jean Stith.
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Catherine, Gr.4, Nuckols Farm ES...Jennifer Hampton

Emily, Thomas Dale HS ... Shelley Row

4th Gr. Fish
JB Watkins ES
Sarah Matthews

Addison, Gr.2, Nuckols Farm ES
Jennifer Hampton
Bailey, Gr.8, Robius MS...Nina Crosswhite
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Kevin, Henrico CFA.
Carolyn Grant & Genevieve Dowdy

Holly, Moody MS...Andrea Owens

Evelyn, Maggie Walker
Gov. School…Kori Mosley

Daniella, Gr.1, JB Watkins ES. ...Sarah Matthews

Arianna, Gr.5, RC Longan ES...
Ruby Texler

Caitlin, Moody MS...
Andrea Owens

Vivian, Brookland MS.
Ashley Fullerton
Alex, Gr.8, Brookland MS
Michelle McGrath

Cami, Gr.8, Elizabeth Davis MS. ...Naomi Swyers
Megan, Thomas Dale HS ... Shelley Row

Zoë, Gr.11
Warren Co. HS...Kelly Tuma

Jidis, Freeman HS...Rebecca Field
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Division News

Elementary
Richelle Hodge
Our school year is wrapping up and it’s a great time to
reflect on the exciting moments of the last couple of months.
I hope everyone celebrated Youth Art Month! Although we
showcase our students’ art all year long, this is our month to
really shine and exhibit the work of our brilliant elementary
artists. Please send pictures of how you celebrated Youth Art
Month to be published in the future.
The end of March was a real blast at our NAEA conference
in New Orleans! If you had a chance to attend, you were
able to collaborate with other art educators. Talented
elementary educators from across the country shared
their presentations and ideas. We also had discussions
on advocacy for the arts during workshops on effective
approaches to attracting positive attention and appreciation
from communities.
I had a chance to connect with the Elementary Division
Leadership Team which was hosted by NAEA Elementary
Division Director Nancy Walkup and Elementary Division
Director Elect Thom Knab. We had a deep discussion about
the advantages and challenges of being an Art teacher
today. I have come to the conclusion that we have mastered
the art of teaching in limited space with limited funds and
limited time in every division! No matter what, we still
persevere and love what we do! They also provided great
websites to visit and join including: Elementary NING,
http://naeaelementarydivision.ning.com , NAEAElementary
Division on Facebook https://www.facebook.com and
NAEA Elementary Listserv, http://www.arteducators/news/
listserv.

who make you feel good about teaching Art!
Be sure to gear up next Fall by attending our VAEA conference
in Roanoke, VA. Not only should you attend, but also share
your wonderful ideas as a presenter! At our last VAEA division
meeting, teachers expressed the fact that they want more
workshops on discipline in the classroom and handling students
with disabilities. Maybe you have that expertise and would
like to share your knowledge. I can’t express how great it feels
surrounding yourself with other creative people from Virginia!
It makes you feel good about what we do. We really make a
difference through Art!

Middle

Brent Tharp

Spring is here and it is a time of rebirth of both our natural
landscape and for many of us our personal energies. Pollen is
in the air, some of us are dying, but this means Summer is on
the way. If you’re like me, (God have mercy on you if you are),
you recharge your batteries during the summer months. This
summer I’m going to hike the 100 mile wilderness in Maine, play
my guitar, and hopefully spend countless days in either my kayak
or paddling a raft with buddies. But I will also be taking time
to create, evaluate, and refocus on the Arts—my arts and those
around me.

We used this
technique for
a project that
investigated German
Expressionism and
World War 1, the
Great War. I had
to study and learn
and my students
researched and
learned more about
the artists, how
the war and the
scientific community
influenced artists,
Print from aacetate by Makayla,
and the culture
Manchester MS, Chesterfield Co.
around them. They
Art Educator: Brent Tharp
created a print of
their own influenced by the artist on whom they chose to focus
their research. The final product, a dry point style print, included
a brief paper about how the war influenced their artist and then
how their artist influenced them. It was really interesting to see
students discovering how the effects of the first war led to the
Nazi party and the atrocities that followed.
I leave you with one more quote from Paddle Your Own Canoe
that helps me focus on the process and allows that state of mind
to refine the product on its own.
In the performing arts, the visual arts, as well as the martial
arts, when you are completely focused on your art, you

During the upcoming summer months, develop new ideas
and reflect on what worked well and what can be reworked.
As a seasoned teacher, I always revamp and refresh with
ideas from others. Surround yourself with positive people

I’ve been reading a book that was bought for me written by Nick
Offerman, better known as the character Ron Sawanson from
Parks and Recreation, entitled Paddle Your Own Canoe, this is
slightly appropriate for me. It’s a humor book and largely focuses
in on his life and his acting career, but he gives very good advice
that he has learned from one of his great teachers along the way.
My Favorite rule from Sensi (Shozo) was “Always maintain
the attitude of a student.”
Madison, Gr.K, Woolridge ES,
When a person thinks they have finished learning that
Chesterfield Co.
is when bitterness and disappointment can set in, as that
Art Educator: Wendie Hobbie
person will wake up every day wondering when someone is
going to throw a parade in their honor for being so
smart. (pg.198)
Nikko, Gr.5,
RC Longan ES, Thanks, Meredith Ose, for showing me a great
Henrico Co.
printing technique using clear acetate, a thumbtack,
Art Educator:
water soluble crayon, and water color paper. You
Ruby Texler
start with a pen and ink drawing, cover with the clear
acetate, trace your lines, use water soluble crayon on
this new textured side, clean off extra, wet paper, lay
the textured side of the acetate on top, burnish and,
Bam! You have got a print.
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are in a pure state. Therefore “the passage”; the way of
creating art is the same as “the way of the Buddha.” I love
the focus that this sensibility places on the importance
of one’s art in regards to a person’s inner journey as
opposed to all of the attention paid today to the exterior
effects of artistic performance.(pg.169)
I hope that you spend this season learning and rediscovering
your own personal pure state.

Secondary

Kelley Shradley-Horst

Youth Art Month is past, if you had a spring break it is
over, and the school year is winding down. As teachers,
we are often looking forward to the summer and a break
from the endless amount of work. At the end of the school
year I always dream about using the summer to make lots
of artwork and relax while doing what I love. However,
every summer seems to fly by and I have little to show for
it. Summer is a great time, but too often we over-extend
ourselves, just like we do during the school year.
This summer I would like to challenge all of you to take time
to practice what we all preach. Schedule time in your studio,
clear out your basement, or just pull out some supplies and
make art. One of the reasons my summers seem to fly by
is that I schedule things like vacations, second jobs, and
cleaning the house, but do not schedule time to make art.
My personal art making vacation will be from July 20-24, it
is not much but for me it is a start. I hope this will not be the
only time I make art over the summer, but for this one week
making art will be my main objective.
As an added incentive for making art I will also be offering
a workshop this Fall at conference for a time to critique and
show your work. The goal of this challenge is not to stress
you out or make you feel bad for not making art, but just a
reason and a dead line to work towards.
While on the topic of summer, the call for proposals for
workshop ideas for conference is out, and the deadline is
June 15. Please consider sharing some of the great things you
do in your classroom. We all have something to give back
(a brand new idea or a new way of looking at an old lesson).
Please share your creative classrooms!

Caitlin, Gr.8, Elizabeth Davis MS, Chesterfield Co.
Art Educator: Naomi Swyers

Enjoy the rest of your school year, make plans to create
over the summer, and it is never too early to think about
workshop ideas for conference!
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Division News

Higher Education
Roger D. Tomhave, Ph.D

understand and appreciate the visual expression of others, and
then using this understanding and appreciation to give insight to
and motivate visual expression in the students’ own lives.

Dear Katie,

In my own research, as the Art Curriculum Specialist for Fairfax
County Public Schools, and as one of the team writing the 1999
version of the Virginia Standards of Learning in the Visual Arts,
I advocated for the following for inclusion of a multicultural
education in the arts.

I know you would have wished to be along to the national
conference of the NAEA in New Orleans. You were very
excited to read through the catalog, finding the names of your
bibliography authors for your soon to be completed Master’s
thesis. I know that you were envious of not being able to meet
them in person. I wish that you could have been with us as well.
It is always such a treat seeing old friends and colleagues from
across the country and around the world, hearing presentations
of the latest research, thinking, teaching strategies, policies,
standards, and so much more from the best thinkers and voices
in art education. I did my best to attend sessions related to your
thesis topic area, but so many sessions overlap during the same
time periods that choices are hard. To me, the most difficult
task in preparing for the conference is combing through the
catalog and setting a schedule of sessions to attend. However, I
was able attend several sessions on your topic as well as discuss
the latest thinking with many of my colleagues.
But first, in relation to our course discussions, I thought I
would present you with some of my thinking on random
comments and juxtapositions I found interesting and thought
provoking as the conference progressed. These comments fall
in no particular priority order, but rather are chronological
based on the sessions I attended, the people with whom I
spoke, and the notes that I took.
Kathy Schwartz, Bill Wightman, Karin Tollefson-Hall, Gary
Freeburg, and I were honored to debut Art Educator’s on
Art Education, our new James Madison University textbook
representing the art education guests that have brought their
expertise to the university between 2000 and 2014. On hand
to summarize their chapters from the book were Stephanie
Danker, Paul Duncum, Melody and Lanny Milbrandt
(Melody would later be named as the National Higher Ed
Division Art Educator of the Year), Renee Sandell, and
Marilyn Stewart. David Burton, Steve Carpenter, and Olivia
Gude were presenting at other overlapping sessions, so we
summarized their contributing chapters for the audience in
attendance. Pam Taylor arrived from another session, after we
had summarized her chapter, but we did have the opportunity
to acknowledge her contribution. Carole Henry and Dwayne
Greer were not in attendance at the conference. Anyway, Paul
Duncum, as an aside to his summarizing remarks, noted that
from his Australian view from afar, our new National Standards
in the Visual Arts and their new emphasis on creativity and
self-expression seem to be a throwback to the Lowenfeld era
of creative self-expression, as characterized in his famous
text, Creative and Mental Growth. My first thought was, “How
many in attendance in this young audience know the name
Lowenfeld, let alone Dr. Duncum’s fairly obscure reference
to a connection between two philosophies for art education
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Megan, Henrico Center for the Arts.
Student Teacher: Carolyn Grant, Art Educator: Genevieve Dowdy
separated by decades of water under the bridge?” I have lamented
often the lack of reflection on our own history in the field, and
applaud and appreciate those of my colleagues who advocate for
our study of this history. One of my favorites to reference in class
is Maryann Stankiewicz’s The Roots of Art Education Practice.
Upon reflection however, I beg to differ with Dr. Duncum on
this observation of his connection between the new standards
and the Lowenfeld era. Victor Lowenfeld would have advocated
for a child’s creative self-expression, no doubt, but his was a pure
philosophy of an untarnished creative self-expression resulting
from exploration in media, with little intervention on the part of
the teacher. The idea was -- too much information, particularly
images, from the adult art world might inhibit the student’s
creative self-expression. In my estimation, the new national
standards call upon students to be taught a broad range of artistic
skills, historic and contemporary artworks, artists, and contexts
from many cultures, formulating personal creative responses to
challenges that call upon students to make connections between
learned content, context, and skills and making meaning in
their own lives. In fact, all subsequent discussions I had with
colleagues related to your multicultural/intercultural education in
the arts topic focused on this goal for a multicultural education:
learning about art from many times and many places in order to

TIER 1 - NATIONAL AND STATE MANDATES
Asian American
African American
European American
Hispanic American
Native American
TIER 2 - LOCAL POPULATION CONSIDERATIONS
Students need to see themselves positively reflected
in the curriculum in order to develop positive
self-esteem.
TIER 3 - CROSS-INFLUENCES OF CULTURES
Students need to see how the Western culture in
which they live has been positively influenced by other
cultures, and how we have positively influenced other
cultures.
TIER 4 - THE RANGE OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE
Acceptance of lifestyles and ways of knowing that are
most diverse from one another can be posed as
complements of the range of human experience.
GOAL - RESPECT, ACCEPTANCE, AND APPRECIATION

the idea of a fold-up book call and response. Students in Cuba
filled out half of the book and then mailed the book to a class
in another country to finish and then share. This lesson was
perhaps the most intercultural connection lesson that I heard
about at the conference as it deliberately brought together
students who lived in different countries.
In Cumbaya, Ecuador, learning is described as play and
regularly involves art and music activities. Students are
responsible for decorating the school and designing bulletin
boards with whatever materials are available. Class books
created at every level of instruction included writing and
art. Guayasamin, an Ecuadoran artist, and his 5-panel piece
entitled “Ecuador,” was given as an example of an Ecuadorian
artist who deals with questions of race, identity, and culture.
Elementary students made their own 5-panel work about their
identities after reading the book “What Jo Did,” about a girl
who played basketball with boys.
The title of the session, “Life Doesn’t Frighten Me,” referred to
a book that was used as inspiration by high school students
in Ecuador to help them identify their own fear and then
illustrate it. This unit was described as taking place after
several weeks of building a safe environment.
continued next page

Tiffany, Henrico Center for the Arts.
Student Teacher: Carolyn Grant,
Art Educator: Genevieve Dowdy

As I visited several sessions related to multicultural and
intercultural art education that you had selected from the
catalog, I was heartened to see that these levels of curricular
inclusion were still being discussed in relation to the content
of multicultural lessons. In her session, Islamic Art and Design:
Meaning Making Through Global Connection, Sheyda Ardalan
implored her audience to not live in fear of the other, but rather
to learn as much as possible in order to gain respect, acceptance,
and appreciation of those seen as different, or stereotyped
and profiled. She made a very strong point, related to the Paul
Duncum discussion above, that students must learn from other
cultures in order to make connections to their own lives, and to
motivate them for their own self-expression while learning about
the expressions of others.
In their session, Life Doesn’t Frighten me: Cross-Cultural Collage of
Arts and Letters, Brandy Day, Miwon Choe, and Sandra Carter
described programs in which they had applied for teaching
abroad grants, and then described lessons observed and taught in
art programs in other countries.
From Pinar del Rio, Cuba, a unit of study described an elementary
art pen pal program with students in another country employing
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Higher Education

Finally, I had a chance to attend a session entitled Designing
and Teaching Multicultural Content With Contemporary
Artists in Mind, by Bernard Young of Arizona State University
and Minuette Floyd of the University of South Carolina Art
School. They also talked about helping students to translate
learning from other cultures into inspiration for their own
expression within their own culture. They encouraged
providing students with lists of artists who are multicultural,
allowing the students to select artists of study from their
own cultural traditions, or Tier 2 that I described above,
allowing student to see themselves positively reflected in the
curriculum. But Dr. Young also encourage the use of a much
more diverse group of artists and listed dispositions to which
I have added that one would hope would be the outcome for
students of such a multicultural education in the visual arts:
open-mindedness, curiosity, respect for others, empathy for
others, collaboration, and synthesis, or ability to see the big
picture.
Dr. Young also lamented, as he described a program covering
10 cultures in 10 weeks that it is difficult to cover so much
material so fast without generalizing, or perhaps even
stereotyping. It takes a dedicated teacher with good skills
to use these cultural examples to achieve the dispositions
described above, and not global generalizations that could
lead to more negative student outcomes, even with best
intentions.
So, Katie, I hope this little travelogue helps you to feel
that you might have been at the conference, seeing your
bibliography in person. But as you are grappling within your
own definitions, it is one thing to study multiculturalism
from afar, and another to embrace intercultural opportunities
as they come your way. It is my hope that you have many
opportunities in the future for the latter.

Sincerely,

Children create a city using KEVA plank
blocks in the Taubman’s Art Venture
interactive gallery

continued ...

•

How can I cultivate a habit of curiosity among my fellow
staff members and myself?
• When and how do I see passion in the people I work with?
• How can my colleagues and constituents inspire each other
and sustain collective passion for the difficult work we are
doing.
Often times when I think of my windowless office at work I do
not identify it with passion. However, classrooms, formal learning environments and offices can be passionate places. We must
try the following:
• Acknowledge that passion within our profession ebbs and
flows. We need to pay attention to what motivates and
engages us. Also, we need to recognize what makes us less
invested within the workplace. Passion is practice, not a
passive occurrence. One less successful week doesn’t mean
every week will be equally uninspiring.
• Commit to believing that interesting nuggets are hidden
in familiar programs. Often times just the belief that tasks,
programs and collaborations can transform your division,
leads towards more positive goals.
• Approach all aspects of work- particularly those that
frustrate you- through an inquiry lens. Rapid curiosity is a
hallmark of passion, and reflection is a hallmark of learning.
• It is our job as administrators to remain positive, even when
there sometimes can exist a seemingly crushing bureaucratic
spirit.
• Beyond content knowledge, most of us would agree that we
are looking for positive energy when hiring new teachers.
I often ask myself, is this someone I want teaching my
children? I want to feel inspired during the interview, and in
turn I should want to energize my teachers when I see them.
continued
bottom
of next
page...
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Supervision & Administration

Museum Education
Hillary Hardison

Making the Case for Interactive Experiences
Over the years I have witnessed a great deal of growth in the
way museums offer interactive experiences. During childhood
museum visits with my family I often felt unwelcome in the
sterile quiet environment that discouraged the use of my sense
of touch. I was like many children used to exploring the world
with all my senses and the colorful, textural art seemed to invite
me to touch it and learn more about how and what it was made
of. I remember one particular visit where my younger brother
was getting bored so he kept acting up and pretending to touch
the art. The security guards talked to our parents and we left the
museum in search of a more “kid friendly” environment, ending
up at the zoo. I recall thinking even then that the museum
missed an opportunity to create a welcoming environment for
families.

“The Greeks didn’t write obituaries. They only asked one
question after a man died: Did he have passion? – The general
Philosophy of Aristippus of Cyrene (c. 435- 356 B.C.)
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Why is this important and what is driving this shift?
There are, of course, as many factors as there are types of
museum visitors. Museums realized, like other cultural arts
institutions, that they needed to adapt to the new ways of
connecting to their visitors in order to stay relevant in a fast
paced media driven world. More and more museums have
come to realize that it is not enough to show great works
of art; people want to make a personal connection to the
work. This can be achieved by offering multiple ways of
engaging with the work through audio tours, gallery scavenger
hunt and sketching activities, interactive video, artist talks,
performances, and areas for hands on creation inspired by the
exhibits.
It has long been proven that people learn and retain
information better when more than one of their senses is
involved. Visitors want to learn but they also want to have fun
doing it! The museum experience can provide a multitude
of visitor experiences; offering new perspectives on culture,
history, creativity, and the shared experiences of life. All
of these areas can be enriched by the addition of quality
interactive experiences and spaces for visitors to fully explore
their creativity.

Supervision continued...

Mike Kalafatis

This quote got me reflecting on why I went in to Arts Administration.
Late last year I read a blog post by Talia Gibbs on Passion
Driven Learning. In the piece, she talks about her nerves
while attending a three day institute at Harvard’s Project
Zero. Talia had the same realization that many of us have- at
this point of our careers many of us are no longer classroom
teachers. We have become arts administrators.
In the article, she reframed the institute’s questions with arts
administration in mind. Ms. Gibbs asked,

The museum education model has changed a lot over
the years since my early experiences. I still remember
some of the art I saw that day in the several
Washington D.C. art museums but I dare say I would
have recalled more had there been some hands on
activity offered to draw me deeper into the art. In
my career in Museum Education, I have witnessed
a steady uptick in the variety and accessibility of
interactive, participatory experiences available to
museum visitors of all ages and abilities. Some of
these are built right into the exhibits and galleries
themselves while others are in separate rooms
dedicated to experiential sensory learning.

•

Katie, Gr.9, Warren Co. HS, Front Royal.
Art Educator: Allison Cusato.

Who better than us to embrace and celebrate our passions,
igniting a passion for the arts in others.
• What I have learned is that the journey (process) is often
richer than destination (product). And isn’t good teaching,
leading and learning really about process? Sometimes we get
so sidetracked with the product - whether or not an exhibit
met our expectations or how successful our pacing guide
appears - when the process of getting there and the reflection
that followed can lead us towards even better ideas in the
future.
The trick is always finding the framework that allows teaching
artists in a program the freedom to maximize their own passion
while having enough constraints that their classes fit into a larger

program. Ultimately we can’t teach teachers to care. However,
we can promote passion in the classroom by modeling the
energy we would like to see from our teachers. Similar to what
I share with new and experienced teachers: if you are not excited about a project, then your students will mirror that lack
of energy right back to you. At the division level, it’s similar.
If we are not excited about a project or the division’s mission
then that lack of energy will translate quickly to our teachers.
Most of us may be out of the classroom, however we are still
artists and educators. It’s our responsibility to share that passion we felt during our first days of teaching.
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Aﬃliates

Retired Art Educators

Carla Jaranson

Hello Retirees! We have a member within our group who was
recently highly honored. VAEA selected Lynn Conyers as the
Virginia Art Educator of the Year 2015 and she attended the
NAEA convention April 1 - 4 in New Orleans representing
Virginia. Prior to this honor, she received the award and
title of “Master Virginia Artisan” from the Artisan Center of
Virginia recognizing the quality of her ceramic work and her
contribution as an educator passing on the knowledge of her
craft to young artists. Later in April she led a Professional
Development Day for the Blue Ridge Region of VAEA at the
Shenandoah Valley Art Center in Waynesboro where they
were focusing on pen and ink. On May 9-10 Lynn will be
exhibiting her Raku ceramics in Lexington at the Lexington/
Rockbridge Studio Tour and then on May 15 – 17 she will
be attending the Blue Ridge Region Art Teachers Retreat at
Shrine Mont, Orkney Springs where they will be working
with Screen Painting artist, John Iampieri from Baltimore.
July will also be a busy month for Lynn starting in Staunton

Mackenzie, Gr.11, Front Royal. Art Educator: Andrea Stuart
where she will be exhibiting as featured artist at the Staunton/
Augusta Art Center with an installation, “Conception,” of Raku
pieces. Then July 10, 16, and 17 she will be teaching a Raku
workshop at her studio, Windtuck Pottery LLC, in Lyndhurst,
VA for art educators. July 20 - 24 she will teach a summer art
camp in ceramic wheel throwing and hand-building for children
6 - 16. Lynn is one busy “retired” art educator! She is looking
forward to exhibiting at the Waynesboro Fall Foliage Art Festival
on October 10 and 11, 2015 that features 150 juried East Coast
artists. She won a first place in sculpture there last year!

Lesson Plan
for Grades K–12

Harness the power of the sun
to create exquisite prints!
Henri Matisse survived cancer to find
a renewed energy and expressionism
in artworks he called “scissor paintings.”
Drawing inspiration from Matisse’s
cut-paper shapes, students can use
sunlight or an artificial light source to create
color-saturated prints on fabric or paper.

FREE lesson plans and video workshops
at DickBlick.com/lesson-plans.
For students of all ages!

®
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Corinne, Clover Hill HS.
Art Educator: Donna Stables

It appears that most of our retirees are happily
busy leaving little or no time for extra activities
in their lives. If you have not shared some of
your activities with VAEA recently, please email
me with your information. See the website for
my contact email. Wishing everyone a great
summer with lots of creation, recreation and
inspiration.

(See photos of Sandi Hammonds with her work, and art work
by Lynn Hilton Conyers, in color, on the back cover.)

Kathy Barclay will take a break from keeping grandchildren
to finally pursue the travels she hoped to do in retirement. She
joins Sunshine Tours for a 3 week cross country bus tour to San
Francisco and the Pacific Northwest. Then she will head off to
Europe with Maripat Hyatt’s tour of the highlights of France,
Italy and Spain. Bon voyage!

DickBlick.com/lesson-plans/
matisse-prints-du-soleil

VA VEA Spring 2015.indd 1

children in their uniforms on fieldtrips. They
seemed so well behaved, quiet and respectful.
Even the public transportation is filled with
quiet, well-mannered people. The Japanese
landscape design was very inspiring. The whole
trip was quite an experience.

Hannah Wise Holland will be completing the fifth successful
year of teaching art to adults at her church. Successes include
students entering their artwork in local art shows, rotating their
completed paintings in the lobby of the church and creating
interest among people attending services as well as excitement
among the students. Hannah has enjoyed observing their
art skills developing. She will soon have completed her fifth
children’s book and compiled her monthly artwork into picture
books. The books and original cards are for sale in her church
which sends out between 20 and 30 cards per month to shutins. All money collected from the sales is donated to the church.
During the summer Hannah plans to spend some time in the
Canadian Rockies where she hopes to sketch and/or paint. “Art
has kinda taken over my life. I am lucky to have a husband,
family and friends who support and encourage me.”

Matisse Prints du Soleil

DickBlick.com 800•447•8192

At the NAEA Convention
in New Orleans Sandi
Hammonds and Bettyann
Plishker presented a session
titled “Feedback: A Bridge
between Teaching and
Learning”. Sandi is a Teaching
Artist for the Kennedy Center
with a workshop planned in
Wisconsin during the coming
school year. She is continuing
to work on paintings inspired
by Mexican and South
American poets and looking
forward to her upcoming trip
to South Africa and Botswana
in honor of her father, a
Lifetime Member of the El
Paso Zoo.

Visit
DickBlick.com/requests/bigbook
to request a FREE catalog!

Carla Jaranson continues to be busy with her Sumi-e Society.
She has been painting and exhibiting her work. In February
she taught three days of Chinese brush painting for a school in
Middleburg VA. She also taught a workshop to her local Sumi-e
Society Chapter members on how to teach Asian brush painting
to children. In March Carla accomplished a long held dream
of returning to Tokyo, Japan with her brother for the first time
since they were children. She was impressed by all the school

Request
a FREE
catalog!

AR, James River HS, Chesterfield Co. Art Educator: Kelly Bisogno

4/1/15 1:22 PM
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Membership
Courtney, Thomas Dale HS, Chesterfield Co.
Art Educator: Shelley Row.
arts education and its collective impact on students, schools,
communities, and society. All art educators have a common
desire to advance the field of art education. Our mission is
to justify and strengthen a case for art education through
rigorous and timely support of research conducted at all
levels of professional practice (p. 1).
I am particularly inspired by the NAEA Research Commission
Interactive Cafés. They are a wonderful way to get an idea of
some of the exciting ideas, topics, and issues in our field. Your
voice is highly valued and unlike formal presentations, you
don’t have to worry about saying exactly the right things or
getting your voice heard amongst so many in the room. The
Cafés typically last several days giving time to lend very valuable
voices to the conversation. A few of the exciting topics this year
included: assessing creativity in visual arts; data visualization;
cultural awareness through art education; tattoos and art;
creativity and conformity in the classroom; ties between art and
innovation; education and technology; mapping through the
use of graffiti; mapping through Google maps; mapping tools;
picturing space; and disrupting the tourist paradigm.

Research &Curriculum
Pamela G. Taylor
Have you had a chance to take a look at or be involved with
the work of the National Art Education Association’s Research
Commission? Officially launched in 2012, the Commission
is tasked to “….conduct research and generate knowledge
that enriches and expands visual arts education and widely
share that research and knowledge” http://www.arteducators.
org/research/commission, (para. 1). Through working
groups, reports, conference forums, and interactive café chats
online, OUR Commission is a vibrant and active voice in art
education. According to the Research Agenda:
Teaching and learning in the visual arts in PreK-16
classrooms, art museums, and community programs are
strengthened by knowledge gained through research.
The National Art Education Association, a respected
leader in educational research and the hub of a global
research knowledge network, created the NAEA Research
Commission to build and sustain a culture of inquiry
and research. In pursuing its mission, a task of this
Commission includes setting a timely Research Agenda.
The NAEA Research Agenda is designed to encourage and
disseminate research communicating the value of visual
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This is but one of the valuable benefits of our professional
organization. There are many others available to us. I understand
that we are often so busy with everyday lives and teaching that
we feel we have little time to peruse or pursue the empowering
opportunities. I’m here to say that just a little research can go a
long way in making our teaching lives so much more supported,
inspired, and validated. Please let me know your favorite NAEA
benefits to share in future columns by emailing me at pgtaylor@
vcu.edu.

Kayla, Gr.8, Brookland MS, Henrico Co.
Art Educator: Michelle McGrath

Patsy Parker

Visual Arts Education is Essential to 21st
Century Learning
By maintaining your membership with the National Art
Education Association, you can rely on NAEA to stay ahead
of developments in the field of visual arts education. You can
trust NAEA to deliver a broad perspective of current research,
issues, and policy trends that are important to you. As an NAEA
member, you are connected to thousands of colleagues around
the globe who, like you are passionate about the integral role
of the visual arts in ensuring all students receive a high-quality,
effective and well-rounded education.
The following benefits are yours and exclusive to NAEA and
VAEA Membership.
• Subscriptions to the bi-monthly NAEA publications, +Art
Education, NAEA News and the quarterly VAEA News, as
well as access to +Studies in Art Education.
• Access to timely resources including the new National
Visual Arts Standards that support teaching and learning
in the visual arts.
• Access to the latest research and advocacy resources that
support your program.
• Free registration for NAEA’s monthly webinar series +Implementing the Visual Arts Standards - and archived
resources.
• Access to a Monthly Mentor through the NAEA blog.
• Virginia Teaching License Recertification points awarded
for conference and workshop attendance and session
presentations.
• Voting privileges for regional, state, and national elections.
• Opportunities for leadership outside the classroom setting
to give back to your profession and make a positive
difference.
• Communication access with your national, state, and
regional leadership boards.
• Discounts on NAEA National Convention registration
fees and other professional learning events including
SummerVision.
• Discounts on VAEA State Conference registration fees and
regional workshops.
• Discounts on premiere art education publications and
advocacy merchandise in NAEA’s Online Store.
• The opportunity to showcase your art through a
complimentary personalized e-Portfolio powered by
+Digication.
• The opportunity to display your students’ artwork in a
Classroom Gallery powered by +Artsonia.
• Access to and eligibility for prestigious national awards
and grant opportunities.
• All the information you need to establish and resources to
maintain a National Art Honor Society in your middle or
secondary school.

• Access to museum education around the world.
• Access to your special interest/issues groups in the visual
arts.
• Access to design standards for facilities, equipment, and
supplies.
• Access to job and career opportunities in the visual arts.
• Discounts on a variety of insurance programs including
Professional Liability, Home & Auto, Life,
• Disability, Health, and more. Visit http://www.ftj.com/
naea/wv to learn more.
Many thanks to Roger Tomhave and Barbara Laws for their
input concerning this list of benefits.

Sufyan, Gr.12, Churchland HS, Portsmouth.
Art Educator: Jean Stith.
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Running an Inclusive Art Classroom continued from page 4...
resources. Two books no art educator should go without are Reaching and
Teaching Students with Special Needs through Art and Understanding Students
with Autism through Art. These books describe various disabilities and give
helpful suggestions for making adaptations. When teachers understand their
students’ special needs they can run effective inclusive art classes with patience
and confidence.
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Katherine, Gr.11, Warren Co. HS, Front Royal.
Art Educator: Allison Cusato.
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SPRING
Mikaela, Gr.12,
Churchland HS,
Art Educator:
Jean Stith

2015
Rachel,
Moody MS,
Art Educator:
Andrea Owens

Work from the

Blue Ridge Region
Art Teachers Exhibition

Matt, Gr.12, AP 2D Design, Cosby HS
Art Educator: Susan Lamson

Lord Fairfax
Community College

Retired
Art Teachers
Continue
to Teach
and
Create Art

Lynn Conyers’ work from
her Talisman series.
Sandi Hammonds
with her paintings.

